Can We Cure Cancer without Chemotherapy, Radiotherapy or Surgery?
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In her 29 years of medical experience, after her training in medicine in Brazil, the author had the opportunity to study other forms of medicine in addition to what she learned at her college in Brazil. [1]

Having the opportunity to see the two points of view of each of them (Western and Eastern medicine), the author comes to the conclusion that the two medicines are no more than complements to each other because the two speak of the same thing only in one way different. This subject was very well described by Capra (1975) in his book Tao of Physics, where Capra is comparing the two kinds of medicine in their point of view. [2]

We see through the history of medicine that many therapy techniques have already been used in the past, but with the introduction of new concepts of what scientific medicine would be, with the implementation of the Flexner report in 1913, having as financial support the Rockefeller Foundation and Carnegie Foundation. According to the article written by Stahnisch and Verhoef (2012) in the article The Flexner Report of 1910 and Its Impact on Complementary and Alternative Medicine and Psychiatry in North America in the 20th Century, Flexner was also trained in natural sciences at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore (USA) and was reasoned in laboratory work and his studies was based on active search of scientific experiments. This new scientific paradigm of medical education, differently that was happening in 1884, founder by William Henry (1850-1934) where the medical schools had focusing bedside teaching, concise and standardized clinical observations. For Flexner, illegitimate medical approaches such as homeopath, chiropractors, osteopath and folk psychologists were competing with scientific paradigm of research and medical education represented by major Canadian and American universities at that time. [3]

At this time, about half of doctors in the US worked in this more naturalistic line and with the implementation of these new standards in 1913, many more natural medical schools such as homeopathy, naturatherapy and herbal medicine had to be closed. [3]

The author feels that there is a gap between the teachings of Chinese and Western medicine but these differences can be very well explained by the book by the physicist Capra, where the author demonstrates the differences in the point of view of the two medicines, one being based on matter and the other based on energy. What they both did not know was that both one (material) and energy are just different phases of the same thing and one can transform into another, as demonstrated in the book Tao of Physics, written by Capra (1975) [2, 4-7]

Today, a little after the centenary of the implementation of Flexner report, we see the harmful effects caused by the new model of medicine, as it no longer sees the patient as a whole, but rather in super-specialized parts. [3]

That is what happened with oncology. cancer is seen as an organ that is surgically excised and the patient becomes healthy again. This thought was the idea of Galen, the Greek physician who discovers many things about anatomy in the human being and in which the modern medicine is based nowadays. [8]

But analyzing other older forms of medicine such as traditional Chinese medicine and the Hippocratic medicine, which are the two oldest forms of medicine, before current medical practice, the author has had the opportunity to treat patients diagnosed with malignant cancer, the author sees the importance to look the patient as a whole, inserted in an environment and influenced by their emotions, diet and influenced by external pathogenic factors (Heat, Cold, Wind, Humidity and Dryness). [4-7]

The knowledge of this more holistic view of the human being is essential today for the treatment of patients with cancer, as many of our patients have energy imbalances, and currently, through a study carried out by the author in the period from 2015 to 2020 studying a thousand patients, it demonstrates that more than 90 percent of patients have no energy in the massive organs of Chinese medicine (Liver, Spleen, Kidney, Heart and Lung). In the view of Chinese medicine, this energy situation (lack of energy) is a propitious way to increase cancer rates, because according to Chinese medicine thinking, cancer develops when the body is made of matter and that matter comes from energy, in a deeper understanding (where all Chinese medicine is based), modern and
scientific medicine manages to understand the human being to a certain extent, but still failing to understand more deeply, where cancer comes from, from an energy point of view, before its formation (as described by the author in her publications in phase 4 and 5 of the progression from health to disease).

This lack of holistic vision and deeper knowledge of the origins of diseases, from an energy point of view, has generated a lot of delay in the treatment of cancer as demonstrated in the article written by the author (2021) *Chakras’ and energies deficiencies in the genesis of breast cancer* and causing enormous side effects and will be presented by the author in the webinar Cancer Science 2021 September 27-28, 2021 in Dubai, UAE entitled *How Can We do Preventive Measurements in Cancer Without Asking for Any Laboratorial or Radiological Exams?* [7, 9]

At the time of cancer diagnosis, the patient is already in a profound state of energy deficiency and the treatment itself and the radiotherapy that some are submitted to, can also cause an even greater drop in energy, demonstrated in the article written by the author (2021) entitled *The Importance of Correcting Energy Imbalances in the Prevention and Treatment of Cancer*, where she is demonstrating in the third case report, one patient with Lung cancer in treatment for five years using chemotherapy, radiotherapy and surgery to remove metastasis tumor from the brain, had a profound lack of energy in the chakras’ energy centers and the replenishment of these energy using homeopathy medications according to the theory created by the author (2020) entitled *Constitutional Homeopathy of the Five Elements based on Traditional Chinese Medicine* was very important for the quality of the patients life, improving his force, happiness and also, after this fullness of the energy, it was possible to perceive a reduction in the metastasis of the patients and they disappeared completely after this treatment. [4, 10]

In the editorial article written by Nurgali et al. (2018) entitled *Adverse Effects of Cancer Chemotherapy: Anything New to Improve Tolerance and Reduce Sequelae.?* the authors are saying about the potential adverse effects caused by the use of chemotherapy and it is asking about what could be done in this situation.

All adverse effects caused by these drugs are in the energy level, invisible by naked eyes, according to Arndt Shultz law, causing an even greater weakening of the patient’s defense energies and providing an increase and spread of the cancer to other organs, making a vicious cycle of medication exchanges being what the patient really is needed and to receive energy in your body, which is already weak and is no longer having enough energy to keep your organs functioning. [4-7, 11]

In an article published by the author whose title is *The Importance of Correcting Energy Imbalances in the Prevention and Treatment of Cancer*, the author reported three clinical cases with diagnoses of cancer and demonstrates that all the three had in common was the deficiency of energy in the chakras energy centers. The first patient, who had a diagnosis of malignant thyroid cancer, was able to completely cure her cancer only by energy rebalancing the Yin, Yang, Qi and Blood energies, using Chinese dietary counseling, auricular acupuncture with apex ear bloodletting and replenishment of the chakras’ energy centers with homeopathy medications according to the theory created by her (2020) entitled *Constitutional Homeopathy of the Five Elements based on Traditional Chinese Medicine*. This theory is presented at the Acupuncture Research Conference at Harvard Medical School that was held in Boston (2015), where the author emphasizes the need to treat the energy imbalances of patients, thus being able to treat all symptoms and diseases of all specialties at the same time. This same patient was also diagnosed with diabetes, obesity, diabetic retinopathy, and all laboratory data and eye damage improved with this approach in addition to having lost weight. [4, 10]

In several publications by the author, she demonstrates that community and hospital infections can be treated by this same method in the article entitled *Is it Possible to Treat Community-Acquired and Nosocomial Infections with the Same Method Without the Use of Antibiotics?* and also, the majority of diseases, as the author demonstrated in some of her articles. [12, 13]

In several articles related to cancer written by the author entitled Chakras’ Energies Deficiencies as One of the Cause of Kidney Cancer and Energies Alterations and Chakras’ Energies Deficiencies as the Main Cause of Radiation-induced Rectal Bleeding Post-prostate Cancer Surgery, among others, the author demonstrates that all patients with cancer are in stage 5 of the progression of health to disease and, according to oriental medicine and in the authors’ experiences, patients who are in stage 5 can return to stage 4 or 3 of this evolution without being rated as an irreversible injury, as said by Western medicine. [5, 6]

Patients who are being treated with chemotherapy and radiotherapy, the ideal would also be the concomitant treatment of internal energy deficiencies, to reduce side effects and reduce the chance of the patient having drug complications, because today highly concentrated drugs can cause decrease in the internal energy, according to Arndt Shultz Law. The energy replacement using highly diluted medications (homeopathies according to Constitutional Homeopathy of the Five Elements based on Traditional Chinese Medicine) would be important to keep patients with a better quality of life and also reduce the chance of metastases, since we are improving the patient’s immunity. Another reason is that the formation of metastases, according to Chinese medicine, is caused by the Wind generated by Fire in the Liver and one of the factors in generating Fire is the deficiency of internal energy, [10, 14]

The use of medications in high concentrations in cancer patients further reduces vital energy (that is the energy necessary for the body itself to contain the growth of the tumor). Therefore, a reassessment of the types of drugs used in these patients, especially nowadays, when the influences of electromagnetic waves in all environments in the world in which we live are negatively influencing the energy of our patients as demonstrated in the article written by the author *Is the Population in the World the Same as in the Past?* [15]

Reforms in the medical curriculum must be employed by these schools today, as the doctors that the medical schools are training today, teaching how to prescribe highly concentrated medications for the treatment of our patients, are causing serious energy problems and can have many side effects or even lead to death, as the author had recently published in the article written by the author (2021) entitled *Is the Medication used in Intubation of Patients with Covid-19 Affecting the Outcome of the Patient’s Treatment?* [16, 17]
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